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INTRODUCTION
Until recently, enterprise operational technology (OT) environments have been air-gapped from organizations’ information 
technology (IT) environments and connections to the internet. As such, OT has long been immune to a great extent 
from cyber threats, and therefore, cyber defense has not been a priority until relatively recently. The importance of OT 
cybersecurity has increased dramatically with digital transformation, because the convergence of the distinct worlds of IT 
and OT introduces cyber risk to highly vulnerable industrial control systems (ICS). 

When it comes to the need for strong industrial cybersecurity, many enterprises received a major wake-up call when 
NotPetya—widely regarded as the one of the costliest and most destructive cyber attacks in history—caused billions RI�
GROODUV�in damages and affected IT and OT environments alike. NotPetya’s infiltration of OT was largely unintentional and 
opportunistic collateral damage made possible by IT/OT convergence. However, in the years since NotPetya, adversaries 
have grown more deliberate in their targeting of industrial technology, exploiting poor IT/OT segmentation to gain access 
to targeted systems. To combat the growing threat of cyber attacks against OT, CISOs are faced with the task of 
protecting industrial technology that was not designed with security in mind.

As the digitization of OT and other industrial technologies grows increasingly ubiquitous, security leaders cannot afford to 
leave things to chance when it comes to the WKUHDW of a cyber�attack against critical infrastructure and industrial processes. 
=KDW�EHLQJ�VDLG��Vecurity teams face some unique challenges in defending OT assets. In particular, the use of proprietary 
protocols, a lack of standardized technology, and the complexity of OT environments make traditional IT security tools, 
legacy systems, and network equipment ineffective—thus necessitating purpose-built industrial cybersecurity tools.  

MAKING THE CASE FOR A CONVERGED IT/OT SOC

While OT does require specific tools for industrial cybersecurity, one area where enterprises can leverage their existing 
resources and personnel is the security operations center (SOC). At Claroty, we believe the best industrial cyber�defense 
strategy is to present a unified front against threats to IT and OT assets by establishing a converged SOC that protects 
these once�separate technology environments in a holistic manner.

The SOC is already widely accepted as a hallmark of mature IT security programs. By consolidating OT security with�\RXU 
H[LVWLQJ� IT�FHQWULF SOC, you can DFKLHYH greater visibility across the entire enterprise, enhanced security monitoring� and 
comprehensive threat mitigation. IT/OT SOC convergence also enables a standardized approach to enterprise security that 
facilitates a secure digital transformation by enabling rapid configuration changes, new policy implementation, and 
compliance to new regulations or industry standards from one view. Collectively, these benefits amount to better risk 
management.

Like any major cybersecurity initiative, executive buy-in is typically a prerequisite for moving forward with a consolidated 
approach to IT and OT security. To do this, you will need to clearly articulate the benefits of a converged IT/OT SOC, which 
we will discuss in this section. 
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PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES

The holistic approach to IT and OT security detailed in this ZKLWH�SDSHU grants the CISO a singular, cohesive view of risk for 
the entire organization. Moreover, a converged IT/OT SOC team that is accountable for all risks allows for centralized 
incident response that includes triage, investigation, and mitigation. As a result, organizations are able to respond to 
security incidents�VLJQLILFDQWO\�IDVWHU�DQG�PRUH�HIIHFWLYHO\. 

Cyber threats to OT almost always enter via the IT network before spreading laterally to the OT environment. For WKLV�
UHDVRQ, a singular OT security task force that operates separately from existing IT security teams would be far less effective 
and significantly more costly than an integrated IT/OT SOC.

EFFICIENCY ADVANTAGES

In addition to delivering the performance advantages described above, properly executed convergence of the SOC to 
secure IT and OT can significantly reduce technology total cost of ownership (TCO) ZKLOH�XWLOL]LQJ�the skills of existing staff.

TCO: PEOPLE

Since the approach to IT/OT SOC consolidation detailed in this ZKLWH�SDSHU largely relies on leveraging existing 
personnel rather than hiring new employees, it is designed to RSWLPL]H and expand upon FXUUHQW security capabilities 
with minimal headcount impact. Moreover, this approach requires almost no change in SOC personnel’s method of 
operation. By partnering with OT-security vendors that deliver contextual, actionable alerts that can be consumed by 
existing IT analysts, along with the training necessary for these personnel to respond to these alerts, organizations can 
broaden the scope of their security team in a highly efficient manner. Furthermore, an integrated IT/OT SOC 
eliminates the need for redundant roles across two separate teams.

TCO: TECHNOLOGY

Executed properly, IT/OT SOC consolidation can also substantially reduce technology TCO and complexity, since this 
approach encourages the use of existing tools whenever possible. 8rganizations FDQ maximize ROI on existing 
security�management interfaces, detection and response tools, and network�security technologies by integrating OT 
security datasets, alerts, and forensic information�ZLWK�2=�VHFXULW\�WRROV�DQG�GDWDVHWV. 2Q�DGGLWLRQ�WR�FRVW�DGYDQWDJHV��
Whe consolidation of IT and OT toolsets also enables the SOC to perform more centralized maintenance and upgrades 
that cover the enterprise network as a whole.
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FIVE ESSENTIAL STEPS FOR 
ESTABLISHING A CONVERGED 
IT/OT SOC

When it comes to establishing a converged IT/OT SOC, attaining stakeholder buy-in from leadership is just a precursor 
to the real work. Based on Claroty’s experience guiding industrial enterprises across the globe successfully through this 
journey, we have identified some essential steps that have proven instrumental in optimizing the e!cacy, e!ciency, and 
implementation time of such initiatives.

While in most cases, the appointment of an IT/OT cybersecurity program manager should be the first step taken in this 
process, the order in which the following steps are implemented may be tailored to your organization’s requirements, 
existing capabilities, and resources. 

*99827=�A DESIGNATED IT/OT CYBERSECURITY PROGRAM MANAGER 

Once you DWWDLQ�WKH�stakeholder support�QHFHVVDU\�WR�PRYH�IRUZDUG�ZLWK�2=m8=�<8,�FRQVROLGDWLRQ, you need to designate 
one individual to lead this initiative, reporting directly to the CISO. The IT/OT cybersecurity program manager will play a 
central role throughout the remaining steps described in this white paper, so great care should be taken to select a strong, 
detail-oriented leader to oversee this undertaking.

Ideally, the IT/OT cybersecurity program manager should be appointed internally. In large part, this is because having 
strong, preexisting working relationships within the organization can be valuable for overcoming some of the challenges 
involved with building such a program. In addition, those tasked with appointing the program manager will have a clearer 
understanding of their work ethic and leadership style when hiring internally.�1RZHYHU��JLYHQ�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�WKH�UROH��LW�
VKRXOG�EH�WUHDWHG�DV�D�IXOO�WLPH�SRVLWLRQ�LQ�LWVHOI��UDWKHU�WKDQ�DQ�DGGLWLRQDO�UHVSRQVLELOLW\�WDNHQ�RQ

Given the differing—and sometimes conflicting—priorities of IT and OT personnel, the IT/OT cybersecurity program 
manager must be capable of finding middle ground and moving these once separate teams toward common objectives. The 
individual in this role needs to be able to serve as a leader, mentor, and educator that can help IT and OT personnel 
understand each other’s differing perspectives in order to work together to mitigate business risk effectively.

For instance, while IT personnel may err on the side of implementing patches and compensating controls to minimize the 
likelihood of an incident, their OT counterparts may be more concerned with how the downtime needed to implement 
these controls will disrupt operational continuity. Strong leadership can be instrumental in overcoming these inherent 
tensions, making the role of the IT/OT cybersecurity program manager especially crucial. 

*,12.?.�OPTIMAL ALIGNMENT WITH EXISTING CYBERSECURITY CAPABILITIES 

Since maximizing ROI is one of the key advantages to a consolidated IT/OT SOC, it is important to leverage your existing 
cybersecurity infrastructure as much as possible. This necessitates a thorough assessment of these FXUUHQW capabilities, 
with the objective of identifying areas in which tools already at your disposal can be leveraged, while zeroing in on gaps in 
existing technology where you will need to bring in new solutions. The objective of such an evaluation should be to  
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identify opportunities to optimize utilization of existing capabilities while augmenting them with additional capabilities 
when necessary.

When it comes to closing technology gaps in your OT security capabilities, integrations and vendor strength should be top 
of mind. It’s important for these new solutions to be compatible with existing IT security tools as much as possible. When 
evaluating potential technology integrations for your SOC, decision makers should take care to assess alternatives based 
on the value and functionality they deliver, rather than simply checking off various boxes.

BRXU�<8,�WHDP�VKRXOG�DOVR�KDYH�D�FHQWUDOL]HG�V\VWHP�WKDW�DOORZV�IRU�HDV\�DFFHVV�WR�DOO�NH\�UHVRXUFHV��LQFOXGLQJ�
LQWHJUDWLRQV�ZLWK�<2.6�V\VWHPV��VXFK�DV�:;DGDU��<SOXQN��DQG�*UF<LJKW��<8*;�WRROV��VXFK�DV�<SOXQN�9KDQWRP��,RUWH[�A<8*;�
IURP�9DOR�*OWR�7HWZRUNV��2+6�<HFXULW\�<8*;��DQG�IXOO�UHVWIXO�*92

A strong, centralized ecosystem of integrations can significantly bolster ease of maintenance and upgrades, while also 
enabling automatic health checks and monitoring. Integrations also facilitate the incorporation of existing standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) and other playbooks into the converged IT/OT SOC. 

0*27�VISIBILITY INTO IT *7-�8=�SECURITY ALERTS WITHIN THE OT ENVIRONMENT 

@LWK increased interconnectivity WR�2=�networks, OT environments DUH�H[SRVHG�WR�2=�FHQWULF cyber threats�WKH\�ZHUH�
SUHYLRXVO\ isolated from Over the past several years, cyber attacks such as WannaCry and NotPetya have wrought havoc 
upon OT environments around the globe. While devastating, these attacks have also led to increased awareness of the 
need to detect the cross-proliferation of IT cyber threats within OT environments.

Typical cyber-attack trajectory for targeting OT environments.

INTERNET

A. Adversary sends phishing email containing malicious file or link

B. User within victim organization clicks phishing email, enabling adversary to gain
access to the victim network via the IT network.

C. Adversary leverages stolen
credentials or poor IT/OT
segmentation to gain access
to the victim organization’s OT
environment.

NETWORK
IT OT
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As shown in the diagram RQ�WKH�SUHYLRXV�SDJH, cyber threats to OT typically enter the enterprise technology environment 
via the IT network, before moving laterally to compromise OT assets. Given this typical infection pattern, it is crucial to 
have unified visibility across IT and OT environments.

<LQFH�<8,�SHUVRQQHO�DUH�DOUHDG\�WUDLQHG�WR�KDQGOH�2=�VHFXULW\�DOHUWV��LW�LV�RIWHQ�WKH�FDVH�WKDW�RQO\�PLQLPDO�FKDQJHV�QHHG�WR�
EH�PDGH�WR�H[LVWLQJ�SOD\ERRNV�WR�PDNH�WKHP�DSSOLFDEOH�WR�8=�*QG�VLQFH�\RXU�WHDP�OLNHO\�KDV�H[LVWLQJ�DFFHVV�WR�2=�VHFXULW\�
WHFKQRORJLHV�FDSDEOH�RI�GHWHFWLQJ�2=�F\EHU�WKUHDWV��DOO�WKDW�LV�UHTXLUHG�RI�WKLV�VWHS�LV�WR�HQVXUH�WKRVH�DELOLWLHV�DUH�SURSHUO\�
DSSOLHG�WR�\RXU�8=�HQYLURQPHQW�However, your team will need purpose-built technology that effectively establishes 
visibility into the OT environment in order to take advantage of these existing capabilities.

Once your SOC has visibility into IT security alerts, the next WDVN�LV�WR�JDLQ�YLVLELOLW\�LQWR�8=�VSHFLILF�DOHUWV�When seeking 
to establish visibility into your OT environment, you should be wary of the fact that not all vendors who claim to offer 
these capabilities offer the level of accuracy and granularity required for your IT/OT SOC. To effectively monitor and 
defend against threats to their organization’s OT environment, IT security teams need real-time visibility into three integral 
dimensions:

Asset Visibility: Having detailed visibility into all devices on an OT network, covering extensive attributes—such as 
model number and firmware version—is essential for identifying and assessing vulnerabilities with precision.

Network Visibility: IT security personnel also need thorough visibility and monitoring of the bandwidth, actions, 
and changes made during all active and past OT network sessions. This visibility enables easy, rapid detection of 
misconfigurations, tra!c overloads, and other issues which may pose risks to reliability, availability, and safety.

Process Visibility: Being able to track OT operations—as well as the code section changes and tag values for all 
processes which involve OT assets—is also crucial for identifying abnormal changes in OT process values or unusual 
behaviors indicative of an early-stage attack, operational reliability issues, or other potential risks within your  
industrial environment.

DESIGNATE�* CYBERSECURITY SITE LEADER (CSL) FOR EACH OT SITE

Likely the most involved step outlined in this white paper—depending on the number of sites your team is responsible for 
securing—ZLOO�EH�WKH�QHHG�WR�GHVLJQDWH an OT cybersecurity site leader (CSL) at each of your organization’s physical OT 
sites who will serve as the eyes and ears of your converged IT/OT SOC for that location.

The cybersecurity site leader (CSL) for each facility will serve as a critical liaison between OT personnel and the SOC. In 
contrast with the IT/OT cybersecurity program manager role, which involves a great of strategic leadership, the CSL role 
is an additional responsibility taken on by a designated on-site sta" member to serve as a point person in the event of an 
incident. As such, the CSL must be knowledgeable about SOC procedures, requirements, and objectives—or alternatively, 
undergo thorough education and training on these subject matters. The CSL must also be able to speak the language of 
plant stakeholders and understand their roles well enough to work with them e"ectively in order to resolve critical issues.

Despite the importance of the CSL role, this responsibility can typically be assumed by an existing sta" member and be 
handled alongside their existing work responsibilities. During a security incident, the CSL must be prepared to lead rapid 
response, coordinating with SOC and site-specific OT personnel. The CSL must be able to accurately gauge the severity 
of the event and weigh the tradeo" between the risk at hand and the potential operational disruptions that mitigation 
actions could cause. This level of nuanced decision-making necessitates proper training, as well clear communication of 
expectations regarding standard operating procedures.
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The training curriculum for CSLs will likely vary based on your organization’s unique requirements, but specific areas of focus 
will typically include connectivity architecture, management of servers and Active Directory, and how to interpret security 
alerts and respond to them accordingly. 

Traits of an E!ective Cybersecurity Site Leader

Strong understanding of OT assets, systems, and security risks 

Knowledge of and familiarity with the network infrastructure of their plant 

Ability to communicate and leverage support from the converged IT/OT SOC, IT and security personnel, and 
other relevant parties 

Fast learner and quick problem solver

What Cybersecurity Site Leaders Need to Succeed

Initial CSL training, followed by DGGLWLRQDO trainings to familiarize with new SOPs 

Awareness of the most relevant threats to their designated site and how to monitor, detect, and remediate 
these threats 

Clear expectations for communicating with the SOC, 9<2;=, and other relevant parties 

Participation in all IT and OT initiatives at plants to better understand the changes to the environment, threat 
landscape, and proactive mitigation

Cybersecurity Site Leader: Key Responsibilities

Serve as both the “eyes” and “hands” of incident response 

Detect and remediate critical vulnerabilities

Support the secure deployment of new industrial technologies 

Ensure business continuity and compliance with cybersecurity policies and regulations
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Having appointed�D CSL for each physical OT site, the next step is to establish a SURGXFW�VHFXULW\�LQFLGHQW�UHVSRQVH�WHDP 
(9<2;=), which will be in charge of overseeing all OT security practices and standard operating procedures (SOPs). By 
empowering your newly converged IT/OT SOC with purpose-built SOPs, the 9<2;= will enable your organization to 
strengthen its holistic industrial cybersecurity across IT and OT�HQYLURQPHQWV over time by continuously adding new 
responses and tailoring existing responses as your organization encounters new types of threats and incidents. The 9<2;= 
should also be tasked with investigating escalated OT security alerts, which can provide them with the insight needed to 
develop new SOPs, while refining existing ones.

For smaller organizations, the 9<2;= rolesVt could be entrusted to existing employees�LQ�RUGHU�WR�DYRLG�XQQHFHVVDU\�FRVWV�RI�
KLULQJ�QHZ�SHUVRQQHO. :XDOLILHG individuals PD\�LQFOXGH members of the security team who are familiar with OT processes 
or, conversely, personnel from the OT side with cybersecurity knowledge. For organizations with large IT/OT environments, 
hiring or appointing a dedicated individual or team to focus primarily on operating the 9<2;= may be beneficial.

When it comes to developing SOPs for your converged IT/OT SOC, it is important to remember that it’s not necessary to 
reinvent the wheel, so to speak. It is best to start with some standard SOPs for addressing common scenarios. It must be 
noted that the same situation may require a different response in an OT context than in an IT context. As such, it’s 
important for security leaders who are largely unfamiliar with OT to seek guidance and expertise in establishing these initial 
SOPs.

In any situation where the IT/OT SO, encounters an unfamiliar situation in which existing SOPs are not effective or 
applicable, the\ should coordinate with the 9<2;= to determine the most appropriate course of action. When necessary, the 
9<2;= may escalate the alert to external cybersecurity services, typically in scenarios where the threat is severe and the 
most effective course of action is unclear.

Once the incident at hand has been addressed, the 9<2;= will write a new SOP detailing how to respond to the event next 
time it occurs. This new response procedure will be added to the existing SOP repository for future reference and training 
for CSLs and IT/OT SOC personnel.
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CONCLUSION
The five essential building blocks of a converged IT/OT SOC described in the previous section are ambitious, but they are 
necessary for managing risk e!ectively within industrial environments. The ease, e!ectiveness, cost e"ciency, and speed 
at which they can be implemented can be dramatically enhanced by partnering with a vendor that has tried-and-true 
expertise, experience, and purpose-built technology for securing industrial technology environments.

As the leading industrial cybersecurity company, Claroty’s comprehensive platform and services are backed and adopted by 
leading industrial automation vendors��LQFOXGLQJ Rockwell�*XWRPDWLRQ, Siemens, and Schneider�.OHFWULF. By providing a 
swiss-army-knife solution for improving the availability, safety, and reliability of OT assets and networks, The Claroty 
Platform greatly reduces the complexity of industrial cybersecurity.

As the only cybersecurity solution compatible across IT, OT, and converged IT/OT environments, Claroty is uniquely  
well-suited to helping enterprises implement a�FRQYHUJHG IT/OT SOC in accordance with the guidelines laid out in this 
white paper. And since Claroty’s solutions are technology-agnostic, WKH\�FDQ�EH seamlessly integrateG�into existing IT 
security management infrastructures.

ABOUT CLAROTY
Claroty is the industrial cybersecurity company. Trusted by the world’s largest enterprises, Claroty helps customers reveal, 
protect, and manage their OT, IoT, and IIoT assets. The company’s comprehensive platform connects seamlessly with 
customers’ existing infrastructure and programs while providing a full range of industrial cybersecurity controls for visibility, 
threat detection, risk and vulnerability management, and secure remote access—all with a significantly reduced total cost 
of ownership. Claroty is backed and adopted by leading industrial automation vendors, with an expansive partner 
ecosystem and award-winning research team. The company is headquartered in New York City and has a presence in 
Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America, and deployments on all seven continents.

To learn more about how Claroty can help your organization establish a converged IT/OT SOC, 
visit claroty.com/request-a-demo.
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